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one when after March Madness our logo changed
The class of 2015 has seen its fair share of changes at UD. We have witnessed Dr. Dan stepping down
from presidency, a new athletic logo, and major chapel renovations. The invention of the UDCrushes
twitter account paired with the predictable nights at Timothy's Bar is a classic example of changes
mixed with comforting familiarity. UD will always be a place where you can come from any state (or
country and bond with your floormates freshman year. A place that fosters service, leadership and
personal growth There is undeniably a spirit about this place. Whether its volunteering at Christmas
on Campus studymg at "Club Roesch," playing intramural volleyball, or eating late night Cousin
Vinny s with your roommates, its safe to say our cherished moments will be continued by classes to
come. Most importantly, in five, ten, twenty years we hope you look back on this time and think
THE ONE WITH...
lEvery year, the end of August signals the start of New Student Orientation (NSO) for UD's newest freshman class.
JThese four jam-packed days are filled with team meetings, new student convocation, and endless ice breaker games,
llhe weather was smoldering hot, especially during move-in and Up the Orgs (pictured below), but that didn't slow
Idown the new students - they finished moving in and headed straight to the RecPlex to meet their orientation group
land leader who would be with them for the next four days.
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TBT: A student in 1976
received this card for
his orientation. Thirty-
nine years later, our
system isn't much
different.
Emily
Tearfi 5
I Despite the busy and tiring activities, the majority of the freshman class ends NSO with a few more friends than when
I they started. This marks the beginning of their UD memories, and as they get closer to graduation, they might find
(themselves wishing to be back in that gym at the RecPlex, reciting the Commitment 2 Community pledge for the first
Itime and preparing to embark on their four-year journey at UD.
THE ONE WITH..
JEvery year in September, the University invites the families of their students to join them for a weekend. It allows the
[students to show their parents, siblings, cousins, or any relative a good time around UD's campus, whether that
Includes the pre-planned activities or just hanging out in the Student Neighborhood. The weekend of September 19
Imarked family weekend this year, and many families came to enjoy a football game, pancake breakfast, and many
lother events put on by the university and student organizations.
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The ones that make the single people on campus sigh with a combination of admiration, wonder and
confusion.
Katie and Stephen
Hometowns: Hudson OH, Pittsburgh PA
Number of years dating: Two years
Secret to your relationship: Not only open
communication, but to be very attentive to how you
communicate. What also makes our relationship work
is that we have complete respect, loyalty, and trust for
one another, and of course an overwhelming amount
of love. Also, we're able to be 100% our weird, goofy
selves. Its absolutely necessary to have your
significant other the person you can always count on
to make you laugh and let you be yourself.
Lou and Tori
Hometowns: Indianapolis, Cincinnati
Number of years dating: 3 years
Secret to your relationship: Don't only
hang out with each other all the time. Make
time to be with your friends too. It makes
your relationship even stronger when your
not always around each other.
Jack and Caitlin Chase and Hannah
Hometowns: Portsmouth OH, Lancaster OH Hometowns New Bremen OH Master OH
Number of years dating: 2 years (they're engaged!) Number of years dating: 7
Secret to your relationship: A firm grounding in
Christ. Secret to your relationship: Humor
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Molly and DJ
Hometowns: Cincinnati
Number of years dating: 3 years
Secret to your relationship: We are best
friends and we always support each other.
Dave and Anna
Hometowns: Cincinnati, Louisville
Number of years dating: 2 years
Secret to your relationship: We value
trust in one another!
Continued...
F.U.N. F.LI.R.T.Y. A.N.D. S.I.N.C.LE.
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"Freshman year, Kayla Mueller,
Christine Caldera, and I wanted to
do something for Christine's
birthday. Christine decided to go
to Masque because that's what
you did when you're 19 and it's a
Wednesday and you want to feel
slightly rebellious. We decided to
make it a theme night, even though
the club didn't really have a theme.
We dressed up like stereotypical
lax bros - pinny's, basketball
shorts, headbands, etc. We took
so long getting ready and it was
even funnier considering how lanky
I was / am. We then got a cab to
get us over there and it was
absolutely freezing but I don't think
we noticed because we were
laughing so hard. We then get to
Masque and the bouncer says
nothing but "No." We looked at
each other and flagged down the
cab and got him to take us back to
campus. We got dressed in normal
clothes in about one minute and
ran down to the cab again. We still
can't believe we got rejected." -
Jack Raisch
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-Becca Maj
#Blackl_ivesMatter silent protest and die-in on campus in
response to the shooting death of Michael Brown and
following unrest in Ferguson, Missouri.
The protest was a steP in the r'9nt direction
towards social progressiveness and change!"
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#TBT: Students from 1978
pretending to be two of the
three wise men. Not much
has changed!
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In addition to our annual celebration of Black History
Month and the contributions of African Americans in the
community and across the country, this February we
celebrated our love for UD! The students traded old shirts
(which were donated to charity) for brand new shirts that
show offtheirschool spirit. The university also coordinated
with the dining halls and restaurants on Brown Street to
have special deals for those who say "I love UD." Lastly, a
fundraiser was organized at the end of the month in order
to raise $300,000 for a new house to be built in the Student
Neighborhood. Students and alumni could even vote on
what color the house should be and the location in the
neighborhood. The university is continuing with it's plan
to build the house on the 400 block of Stonemill.
love UD because we have our own little bubble filled with
only the students and faculty making up our tight knit
community. The size is perfect because you can meet
someone new everyday, but you always see someone you
know walking to each c ass." —Freshman Tori Young
THE ONE WITH
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The UD Speaker Series invited
Sister Helen Prejean to speak at
the RecPlex about her
experiences and the fight to end
capital punishment. The opera
based off of her book Dead Man
Walking came to the Schuster
Center via the Dayton Opera
and UD students were offered
free tickets to the dress
rehearsal. Both of these events
provided for an educational and
fun opportunity for UD students
to learn about the effects of
capital punishment through
Sister Helen's experiences and
lecture. SISTER HELEN PREJEAN
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1995-2015:
Arguably the biggest change of the
year was UD's debut of the new
logo. The logo caused plenty of
controversy among the student
body and even the faculty. However,
it looks like it's here to stay.
1987^015:
While the Flyers have certainly made their own
basketball history since 1987, the spirit and
camaraderie between teammates obviously has
not changed.
10
In 1985, students hang out on the balcony of 114 Lawnview
Avenue, but after remodeling, the house in 2015 looks a
lot different. Plenty of houses in the student
neighborhood have undergone a similar transformation
since the university bought them.
U A -y
2014^015:
Work in progress! The class
of 2015 has been able to
watch the transformation of |
the chapel before their own
eyes, as they change their
normal route to class in
order to avoid construction.
The transformation is not yet
complete and construction
continues until August 2015.
1984^015:
Brown Street
11
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The Office of
Multicultural Affairs
(OMA) provides
services, programs, and
spaces in support of the
academic experience of
students. The staff
works to provide a
comfortable and
supportive campus
environment based on
the intellectual, social,
and cultural needs of a
diverse community of
learners.
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Office of
Multicultural
Affairs
The Office of Multicultural Affairs provides
student support services and campus
diversity initiatives. A Diverse Community of
Scholars Achieving Excellence, OMA hosts
dozens of events each month. The PEERS
program pairs upperclass mentors with new
student mentees. The office provides
campus programming for heritage months.
Student organizations find support, and
faculty hold satellite office hours in the OMA
space and students can hang out in the
lounge... One thing is for sure - there's
always something going on in OMA!
The Center for International Programs (CIP) fosters the
internationalization of campus by providing opportunities for
American and international students to learn, serve, and
lead. They provide a number of programs and host
numerous events, including the international festival, "friends
of receptions, breaking bread, and CultureFest.
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The ROTC program at UD is one
of the oldest in the country, as it
was founded in 1917. The mission
statement of this program is to
create better leaders and citizens
of it's graduates, in and out of the
classroom.
My experiences through the Army have
shaped me as a leader and as a man. I've
been to Thailand, shot a tank, and I've had
the chance to use what I've learned to
develop those under me. I've made eleven of
the closest friends I could have ever wanted
with my classmates and I've learned from
some of the Army's best leaders.
-Senior Criminal Justice Major Scott Brownlee
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RESERVE
OFFICERS'
TRAINING
CORPS
The cadets of the program undergo
daily training sessions, the Army
physical fitness test, a combat water
survival test, and First Aid training (all
are pictured to the right). The hard
work put into this training provides
these students and cadets with the
power to be better leaders and
citizens in not just UD's community,
but in the rest of the world.
• it


Women's Club Basketball
Front row: Kari Scott, Colleen McShane, Courtney Patrick
Second row: Annie Kyne, Krista Barrett, Paige Wise, Fran Deeley
Third row: Christie Miller, Coach Patrick Crane, Olivia Wilcox
Black Action Through Unity
Front row: Aaron Coleman, Alexis Wingfield, Tiara Jackson, Lauren Poellnitz
Second row: Sydney Thomas, Daarynah Willoughby, Miracle Reason
Third row: Adanna Smith, Brian BrentleyjannaJones, Kwyn Townsend Riley
!f ¥
Beta Beta Beta
Front row: Stephanie Pohlman, Katiejones, Timothy Hunter, Christina Cherry, DJ
Kleppel, Caitlin Buchheim
Second row: Rachel Braun, Jessica Bond, Lauren Asman, Sydney Hattendorf, Claire
Schweikert
Third row: Dante Pezzutti, Sam Cicconetti, Jason Kleppel, Evan Wypasek, Jacob Clancy,
Raphael Crum
Campus Concert Committee
Front row:Janese Griffin, Chrissy Disco, Matt Drummond
Second row: Kelsey Smith, Margo Vachon, Colleen McDaniel, JT Schlembach
Third row: Abby Kirschler, William Blount, Ethan Steinmetz, Drew Smith, Luca
McCamma
r:t
Catholic Life Chinese Culture
Front row: Michael Mingus, Peter Kania, Noelle Rogers, Bryan Westerlund Front row: Beite Zhu' Xia Li. Yidan Cao- Yezhen Wang
Second row: Elizabeth Martin, Alyssa Schimmoeller, Ellie Wenzinger, Claudia Garner, Cassie Brakers, Second row: Ye Shen, Pei Min Shi, Qiu Cheng Li, He Wang, You Zheng
Annie Michalica
~ * "Yilson, Emilie Pollauf, Adam Cepeda, David Devlin, Alexander Mingues,
"ichel Schafer, Elizabeth Abrams, Cassie Brakers, Emma Froelich,
_..iily Benintendi, Karin Forsthoefel, Brad Klausing, Tori Schoen
r>
Chinese Students and Scholars
Front row (left to right): YihongWei, Xinran Tian, Du Shudji Wang, Yi Liu,
Tongxia Cao, Yidi Tao
Second row: Leyu Lin, Wensen Zhu, Yimeng Bao, Nanjun Zhou, Zixi Li, Yiwei Wang
Third row: Yuqi Chai, Zhengjiang, Pei Min Shi, Qiucheng Li, Donghua Lu, Boyu
Fan, Zelong Li
Christmas On Campus
Front row: Caitlyn Ohradzanky, Valerie Arko, Katherine Odell, Sarah Wilker,
Rosemary Brown
Second Row: Mackenzie Toll, Lauren McNamara, Peter Wallace, Carolyn Wahlen
Third row: Alec Wade, Matthew Kubiak, Forrest Broussard
Distance for Dreams
Front row: Morgan Sheets, Sydney Antolinijake Ryan, Michelle Baker, Chelsea Jones,Stacy
Marsh, Chrissy Haskelljake Foster, Simon Stone
Second Row: Carly Bamford, Michelle Saheb, Mary Gehrig, Krita Barrett, Sarah Thomas, Allie
Serey, Gennie Kocoloski, Shayna Niese, Dylan Niesejake Goecki
Third Row: Steve Stemkpy, Nathan Helfferich, Mike Hudock, Brian Sirak, Alex Warthling,Peter
Redle, Ted Singleton
Do a Good Deed
Second row: Connor Larkin, Maia McLin, Megan Goldbranson, Natalia Hernandez,
Joe Milton
El Orgullo Latino
Front row : Laura Diaz, Victoria Dib, Paola Ortiz, Maria Delgado, Natalia
Hernandez
Second row: Meme Miranda, Patricia Padilla, Yolanda Cavillan, Katerina Cayere
Third row: Oscar Barnes, Gabriela Mojica, Kyara Coas, Jonathan Melendez,
Mariana Martin
Equestrian Club
Front row: Kaleigh Barkaszi, Madeleine, Friedman, Elizabeth Zwink, Peyton
Bernard, Lillian Pantoja
Second row: Amy Paterline, Victoria Francis, Elizabeth Bettag, Kathleen Luers, Eryn
Olson, Lucinda Boyd
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Ethos
Second row: Lizzk Jamie Stanton, Trevor Langton, Alexis Wingfield
-. Vignesh Krishnaraia, Brad Siefker, Ryan Sara, Andre
Flyers For Life
Front Row: Elizabeth Bettag, MaryKate Kilroy, Miranda Meldne, Taylor Clickman,
Amy Paterline
m
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Flyer Radio
: Lauren Wolford, Stephanie Lloyd, Ryan Smith, Jacob Scara, Matt Bermes
Second row:Jeo Cerlach, Bobby Beebe, Keith Raad, Christian Harmon, Daniel
Massa, lohn Lee
German Club
Front Row: Raymmond Hall,
Sivashankar Monoharan, Luke Kozal
International Club
Front Row: Pradeep Chinnappu
Velayutham, Rachel Hoskins, Brian
Brentley
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Indian Student Association
"ront row: Bhanu-Kiran Vempati, Sravani Lingamaneni, Monisha Mu
Third row: Tejasvi Veerabhadraiah, Anush Reddy Kunduru,
Irish Dance
Ward, Katie Norman.
ssa Levato, Jane Bottini, Katherine (
enteny, Maeve Meier, Gallic Scott, Erin Murphy, Me
Kappa Delta
Front row (left to right): Shannon Kieffer, Meredith Grimm, Carolyn Whitaker,
Marissajama, Alexandra Graig-Tiso
Second row: Olivia Hint, Michele Palmer, Elia Wilson, Matti Huckestein, Claire
Schmig, Ellen Andrews
Third row: Michaela Reed, Allison Scharf, Nikki St. Clair, Elena Smith, Annie Schmig
Math Club
Front Row: Adam Volk, Luke Bugada, Matthew DeVilbiss, Sabrina Darras
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Mock Trial Team
Front row: Jamie Vieson, Kimberly Land, Kailey Ruggiero, Nikitia Srivastava, Meghan
Knight, Maggie Roehrig
Second row: Ethan McNemar, Eric Reardon, Sean Kenny, Matt McVicker, Kyle
Krause, Sydney Skidmore, Gurjot Kaur
Mulicultural Pre-Med Association
Front row: Alan Valadez, Natalie Casey, Naima Ismail
Second row: Kiera Wheeler, Martha-Maria Bervell, Chris Reyes, Ashley Okokhere
Music Therapy Club
Front row: Elisha Evanko, Katy Abt, Abby Klemm
Second row: Katie Spieles, Molly Cuinan, Katelynnjenkins, Devanne Hargis
National Society of Black Engineers
Front row: Imabin Ekpelli
Second row: Nadaya Parks, Ametra Harris, Raphaella Norahun-Chaneyalew
Third row: Alexis Wingfield, Greg Tucker, Aaron Coleman, Kaihmeehal Bonham
GNational Society of Collegiate Scholars
Front row: Kaleigh Jurcisek, Jean Dossous, Ashley Okokhere
Second row: Sidney Jasper, Josephine O'Connell, Mackenzie Wilson, Kaihmeelah
Bonham
Third row: Wyatt Ohm, Marco Oliveras, Joe Vinci, Adam Mohamed, Adam
Corzelanczyk
On The Fly Improv
; Azzi, Bobby Swanson, Tim Kraft, Anthony Dalpiaz, Matt Beebe
Optimist Club Panhellenic Council
, Caroline McCormack, Kayla Morgan, Michaella Videka
erry, Paige Lazar, Cailin Kilduff, Kaelynn Serena, Kelly
Front row: Valerie Arko, Ally Ayoob, Victoria Szczechowski, Katie Fasoli, Emily Sizemore, Kyra Front row. Leah Q^^^ Caro|ine McCormack, Kayla Morgan, Michaella Videl
Hayes, Barbara Bobal ~ , ,
Second row: Paige Flannelly, AlyssaOgden, Anna Schaffstein, Jessica Smith, Nathan Turnwald,
_, _ , _ _.anna Nockowski, Danny Bruns Dunne
Third row: Adam Corzelanczyk, Nicole Weigand, Christian Lohmeier, RobertJagielski III, Alejandro Tnil"d row: Aly Morgan, Alex Burchfield, Ellen Pendergast, Dani Ondreka, Emily
Pinedo, Ernma Francois, Andrew Tarutani, Mark Bugada, Chris Turley Guindon, Annie Gibson
Phi Epsilon Kappa
/, Daniela Paliotta, Morgan Sheets, Casey Townson
Second row: Ryan Wilker, Samantha Noth, Shelby Ambrose, Kelly Fulkerson, Be
Phi Sigma Rho
Front row: Sydney Flora, Caroline Flanagan, Meredith MacDonald, Ella
Wildemann, Amy Schultz
Second row: Kathleen Sturtevant, Kelsi Denney, Shannon Hoffman, Victoria Dicillo
Third row: Elizabeth Hertz, Lauren Mazzella, Paige Lazar, Ashley Cooper, Aly
Morgan
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Ultimate Frisbee
Front row: Scott Klein, Ethan Steinmetz, Conner Haenszel,
Myers
Second row: Stephen Moore, Alan Huels, Matthew Michal;
Andrew Kramer, Ryan Krouse, Ian Cannon
Third row: Billyjacobson, Pat Fitzgerald, Patrick McAdams
ck Murphy, Phil Hagerty.
Waterpolo
Front row: Collin Lado, Joe Milton, Jack Grimm, Armando Chirino,
Harmon, Philip Rutherford, Robert Detorres, Roberto Millan-Ayala.
Waterski Team
Front row: Jeri Brandy, Rachel Michaud, Elizabeth Brumleve
Second row: Rileyjohnstone, Otto Shaferjason Levanojack McConnell, Blake
Women in Business
Front row: Janese Griffin, Dede Ferry, Abby Riazzi, Ali Sebold
' ' ::•,«•* ri.'-.li
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Women's Rugby
rront row: iaran Lesiecki, Mackenzie Shivers, Valerie Vlkjessica Murdock
Second row: Rachel Pohlman, Raphaella Norahum-Chaneyalew, Lillian Pantoja
Third row: Whitney Strause, Devyn Hickman, Ana Elienne, Katie Campbell
Woodworking Club
Front ro\e Ulmer
Second row: Cam Grim, Conor Squier, Seamus Mangan, Ron Swanson, Joe Ginley
Third row: Chris Sullivan, Mike Raleigh, Dylan Murphy, Max Tiesman, Andrew
Atkinson, Philip Morris
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During the 2014-15 season, the men on UD's cross country team performed
well in the race and in the classroom. For the 20th consecutive season, the
team was named All-Academic, with a combined 3.6 CPA and they are the
first men's team to win UD's OASSA Academic Cup. The team also had an
impressive season, finishing 4th in the All-Ohio Championships.
,
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August 30: Flyer 5K (4th place)
September5: Queen City Invitational
(3rd place)
September 19: National Catholic
Invitational (4th place)
October 3: All-Ohio Championships
(4th place)
October 17: Bradley Invitational (12th
place)
November 1: Atlantic-10
Championships (8th place)
November 14: NCAA Great Lakes
Regional (22nd place)
.Si:. .BE I
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Above: Freshman Ashley Campbell, makes
the stretch for the ball.
Left:
Senior
j Allison
j Klinefelter
| keeps
I momentum
i 'n tne
i game with
I her throw-
ins.
Left:
Senior
Chelsea
Rose
keeps the
ball in play.
8/22/2014 Texas A&M L 3-4
8/24/2014 Rice T 2-2
8/29/2014 UC Santa Barbara W 2-0
8/31/2014 Murray State W 5-1
9/5/2014 Ohio State L 2-4
9/7/2014 Indiana L 1-2
9/12/2014 Santa Clara L 0-1
9/14/2014 Stanford L 0-8
9/19/2014 Ohio W 4-0
9/21/2014 Toledo W 2-0
9/28/2014 Oklahoma State L 0-2
10/4/2014 Saint Louis W 3-2
10/10/2014 Saint Joseph's L 1-3
10/12/2014 George Mason W 3-2
10/17/2014LaSa!ieLO-1
10/19/2014 Fordham W 2-0
10/25/2014 Richmond W 4-3
10/31/2014 George Washington W 3-0
11/2/2014VCUT1-1
11/6/2014 Saint Joseph's W 2-1
11/7/2014VCUW3-0
11/8/2014LaSalleW2-1
11/15/2014 Virginia Tech L 0-4
Left: Dayton Flyer protects the ball as he breaks free of defender. Center: The Flyers charge the goal.
Right: Midfielder Rafael Gamboa dodges two of his opponents.
#TBT:A1978
Flyer fights for the
ball in 1970's
style.
8/30/2014 Loyola Chicago L 0-2
9/5/2014 High Point L 1-2
9/7/2014 DETW 3-0
9/12/2014 Jacksonville W 3-0
9/14/2014 UABT 0-0-
9/19/2014IUPUIW5-0
9/22/2014 Maryland Terrapins L 0-1
9/27/2014 Ohio State W 1-0
9/29/2014 Valparaiso T 2-2
10/4/2014 Davidson W 2-0
10/10/2014 George Mason T 1 -1
10/17/2014 Massachusetts W 4-1
10/19/2014 Rhode Island L 0-1
10/25/2014 Saint Louis T 2-2
10/28/2014 Western Michigan T 2-2
11/2/2014FordhamL1-2
11/7/2014 La SalleL 0-1
11/9/2014 Saint Joseph's W 4-0
11/13/2014 Rhode Island LO-1
Above: Sophomore James Haupt makes a move,
warding off a defender. 37
For the tenth year in a row, the women's volleyball team
had a successful season and landed a spot in the NCAA
tournament. The Flyers went 30-6 overall and 13-1 in the
Atlantic-10 and they defeated George Washington to claim
the A-10 title. The team lost to Penn State (eventual
nationals champions) in the second round of the NCAA
tournament.
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ATLANTIC-10 SCHEDULE
DATE OPPONENT SCORE
Sep. 26 @ Duquesne W, 3-1
Sep. 27 @ La Salle W, 3-0
Oct. 3 Davidson W, 3-0
Oct. 5 VCU W, 3-1
Oct. 10 @ George Mason W, 3-0
Oct. 11 @ George L, 2-3
Washington
Oct. 17 Fordham W, 3-0
Oct. 19 Rhode Island W, 3-0
Oct. 25 Saint Louis W, 3-1
Oct. 31 @VCU W,3-1
Nov. 2 @ Davidson W, 3-0
Nov. 8 © Saint Louis W, 3-1
Nov. 14 La Salle W, 3-0
Nov. 16 Duquesne W, 3-1
1 : : ,
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The 2014 season was a very successful run for the UD
football squad, who finished overall 8-3 and 6-2 in the
Pioneer Football League conference. The team was very
successful, but individually senior Connor Kasor was
record-breaking. He surpassed Sylvester Monroe in all-time
career rushing yards in Dayton football history. This type of
success is how the team tied for second place in the PFL.
DATE
Sep. 6
Sep. 13
Sep. 20
Oct. 4
Oct. 11
Oct. 18
Oct. 25
Nov.1
Nov. 8
Nov. 15
Nov. 22
I
OPPONENT
Georgetown
© Duquesne
Robert Morris
© Davidson
© Marist
Morehead State
© San Diego
Valparaiso
Drake
© Butler
Campbell
SCORE
W, 23-14
L, 13-33
W,31-7
W, 54-48
W.31-21
W.41-7
L, 29-40
W, 42-19
L, 30-34
W.21-14
W, 19-14
FLYING HIGH: The Flyers soared high in
academics this season, with 76 players
recognized on the PFL honor roll. UD had the
most players represented of all teams in the PFL.
urn
"We have been able to build a true brotherhood that will last way
longer than our playing days. We never got to reach our main
goal of winning a conference championship, but in my eyes we
are still a program of winners." -Shaq Tensley
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The women's basketball team made UD history this year, as the first team to
make it to the Elite 8 in the NCAA tournament. Along with this team success,
two of the players, Ally Mallot and Andrea Hoover, were drafted into the
WNBA, marking the first time in history that women basketball players have
been drafted. With an overall record of 28-7, the team finished 12th in the
nation and completed one of the most successful seasons in program history.
ATLANTIC-10 SCHEDULE
DATE OPPONENT
Jan. 4 George
Washington
Jan. 7 @ Davidson
Jan. 11 Duquesne
Jan. 18 @St. Bonaventure
Jan. 21 Rhode Island
Jan. 24 VCU
Jan. 28 <§) Richmond
Jan. 31 St. Louis
Feb. 5 @ George Mason
Feb. 8 @ George
Washington
Feb. 11 Richmond
Feb. 15 St. Joseph's
Feb. 18 ® Fordham
Feb. 22 LaSalle
Feb. 26 Massachusetts
Mar. 1 @ St. Louis
SCORE
L, 66-69
W, 67-51
W, 78-67
W, 86-70
W, 77-33
W, 75-56
W, 76-62
W, 87-72
W, 84-73
L, 56-67
W, 79-41
W, 82-64
W, 59-45
W, 91-49
W, 69-60
W, 95-68
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Above: Junior Jordan Hoffman
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I Freshman
I Jennifer
I Rossi
Left:
Senior
Isolde
Hannan
1/9 - Buckeye Classic - 2nd
1/17 - Kentucky Invite
1/23 - Tom Wright Open - 4th
1/30 -1/31 - Thundering Herd Open - 7th
2/6 - 2/7 - Akron Invitational
2/13- Hoosier Hills
2/21 - 2/22 - A-10 Indoor Champ. - 6th
2/27 - 2/28 - Oliver Nikoloff Invite - 4th
4/3-4/4 - Tiger Track Classic
4/10 - 4/11 - All-Ohio Champ - 7th
4/17-4/18 - Gibson Invite - 5th
4/17-4/18 - Mt. Sac Relays
4/25 - Redhawk Invite
5/2-5/3 A-10 Outdoor Champ. - 3rd
5/8 - Louisville Twilight
5/14 - Gregory Invitational
5/28-5/30 - NCAA East Prelims
Track & Field had an incredibly successful
indoor and outdoor season with many athletes
winning medals, setting top-5 records, and
outdoing personal bests. Senior Aly Weeman
took part in the NCAA East Preliminary Round
meet, finishing 13th in Women's Hammer
Throw.
Dayton Rowing finished the season 5th in the A-10 after an exciting final V8 race, finishing just
seconds behind Duquesne and Rhode Island. Allie Rogers & Mary Willard earned A-10 All-
Conference honors. Off the water, Kayla Contardi, Erin Mohney, Allie Rogers and Mary Willard
were honored as CRCA National Scholar Athletes
9/20/14 - Family Weekend
10/4/14 - Alumni Weekend
10/11/14 - Speakmon Memorial Regatta
10/25/14 - Head of the Eagle
11/8/14 - Ohio State University
3/21/15-Lake Dillon
3/28/15 - Indiana University ; ;
4/4/15 - University of Cincinnati
4/10/15 - George Washington University
4/18/15-4/19/15-SIRA
5/2/15-Atlantic 10
5/8/15 - Dad Vail Regatta
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The 2014-15 UD Women's Golf team finished off a
successful year, ending in fifth-place at the Inaugural
MAAC championship. The women were also very
successful in the classroom, as the program was
recognized again by APR for the tenth year. Six of the
women were also chosen for the All-Academic team.
The season for UD's men's golf team was a great one. They
ended the season in sixth-place at the Atlantic-10 championships
and, just like the women, were recognized by the APR report for
outstanding academic achievement. UD is the only school in
Ohio to have both golf teams recognized for the tenth
successive year.
wThis year's women's tennis team
made significant progress, finishing
the season 8-9; a big improvement
over last year's 4-15. There were a
number of very close matches, and
the team thrilled fans in its win over
St. Louis in the first round of the
A-10 championships. Freshman
Marlys Bridgham and Jackie
Kawamoto were named to the 2015
Atlantic 10 All-Conference.
9/13-9/14-Butler Invite
9/19-9/20 - Northern Kentucky Invite
1/17-IUPUI-W 4-3
1/24 - Northern Iowa - L 1-6 ;
1/31 - Eastern Illinois - L 3-4 y >
2/1 - Wright State - W 4-3
K 2/6 - Chicago State - W 4-1
2/7 - Northern Kentucky - W 5-2
2/14-Butler-L 2-5
2/20-Temple- L 1-5
2/28 - Miami - L 0-7
3/18-Xavier-LO-7
3-21 - Youngstown State - L 2-4
3/27 - Cincinnati - W 4-3
3/29 - Valparaiso - W 4-1
4/2 - St. Bonaventure - W 5-2
4/3 - St. Francis - W 5-2
4/10-St. Louis-L 2-5
4/12 - Duquesne- L 3-4
4/16-4/19 - #10 St. Louis A-10 - W 4-3
4/17 - #2 Richmond A-10 - L 3-4
The men's tennis team finished the season strong this year, with Zach Berry and Carsten Fisher
named Second Team All-Atlantic 10.
f
9/12-9/13 - Northern Kentucky Invite
9/19-9/21 - Hoosiers Fall Tournament
9/26-9/28 - Bail State Fall Invite
10/16-10/19-ITARegionals
1 /15- Kentucky -L 0-7
1/17-1UPUI-W4-3
1/18-Butler-L 1-4
1/23 - Eastern Kentucky - W 4-3
1/25 - Lipscomb-L 4-3
2/1 - Wright State - W 4-3
2/6 - Chicago State - W 7-0
2/7 - Northern Kentucky - W 4-3
2/8-Belmont- L 3-4
2/20 - Temple W 5-2
2/28-Perdue-L 1-6
3/14-Xavier-L2-5
3/21 - Youngstown State - L 3-4
3/29 - Valparaiso - L 2-4
4/2 - St. Bonaventure - W 7-0
4/3 - St. Francis - W 5-2
4/10 - St. Louis-W 6-1
4/12- Duquesne - W 5-2
4/23-LaSalleA-10-W4-0
4/24 - George Washington A-10 - L 0-4
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The UD cheerleading squad is made up of men and women, who
participate in the fall during football season and the winter for basketball
season. While the team is only considered a club sport by the university, it is
clear that these athletes must perform stunts that are of high difficulty but
look effortless. The co-ed team is comprised of 12 boys and 27 girls who
cheer for home football, women's basketball, and men's basketball games.
FOOTBALL AND BASKETBALL
There are two parts to UD's cheerleading
program: a co-ed team and an all-girl's stunt
group. All members are held to a high
standard on the sidelines and in the
classroom, as each member is required to
hold a 2.5 cumulative CPA. There are also
standards of integrity and excellence that each
student is expected to meet through out the
academic year.
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TEAMWORK
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The UD marching band, known as the Pride of Dayton, is
comprised of students from UD, Wright State University, and
Sinclair Community College.
A -A7 -u -f2- -A
Getcha' head in the game! (Remember that time in February when Corbin Bleu paid UD a visit)? One
thing that will always remain true for our campus is that we are active and love to compete! Let's face
it, we all want those championship t-shirts.
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Kelechi Abakporo Nathanael Adams Ryan Aiello Mohammad Al Ebtihal Al-Daihani Shayma Al-Daihani Majed Alarawi
Abdullah
" C "i '
ill £
Ibraheem Alawadhi Christopher Ethar Alkhalifa Alexandra Allen Annie Allen
Albertson
Jamie Allen Mustafa Almashamia
Abdullah Alomran Zainab Alqabandi Maria Alshafai Shelby Ambrose Kathryn Anderson Paula Arcaro Jeffrey Archer
Jordan Arends Nicole Armstrong Katelyn Arnold Joseph Asher Kristen Ashley AlexAshworth Kathryn Auletto
Kristen Auletto Hussain Aziz Christopher Azzi Matthew Baczkowski Tyler Bagdasarian Cory Baker Stacy Baker
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Racan Barnawi Stephanie Bartol Kathryn Bean Lauren Beatty Mary Beck Robert Beebe Mallary Belair
Christopher Bell Carolyn Benckart Brooke Bennett Vicki Bentley Patrick Benton Heather Betancourt Sullivan Bieber
Alyson Block Kevin Bogenschutz Richard Bogusz Larry Bohannon Victoria Bordfeld Paige Borek Nicholas Borkey
Benjamin Borton Andrea Bottalla Levi Bouschard Cassandra Brakers Haley Breden Alexandra Breeze Shannon Breslin
Phillip Bridges Scott Bridwell Alexandra Brizzi Patrick Brophy Chanelle Brown Eric Brown Michael Browne
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Jessalyn Grossman Nicholas D'onofrio Daniel Dashewich Megan Dause Brandon Davidson Jacob Debellis Andrew Deering
Todd Delong Ashley Demange Joseph Demartis Luigi Demonte
it '"ii'p..
Heeral Desai Anna Devine Sarah Dickson
Elizabeth Diener Lyndsey Diggs Christina Disco Maureen Dmytryk Michael Dogal Patrick Dole Zachary Dominick
Patrick Dondanville Laura Donohue Hayley Douglas Emily Downey Meghan Drabik Samantha Dresmann Alexandria Driscoll
Katrina Dudley Daniel Dusina Katelyn Dvorsky Owen Dysart Casey Eason Emma Eisert-
Wlodarczyk
Kayla English
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Natalie Erdy Kathryn Estey Elisha Evanko Chris Evola Patrick Fahey Emily Falvey Theresa Fasullo
Anna Femiano Anna Fentress Emily Ferguson
••llliilll
Megan Flaherty Francis Flannelly Fiona Forsyth Emilie Fose Amy Fox Jenna Fracasso
Samuel Frigo Michelle Friman Tara Fritsch Kelly Fulkerson Sarah Fyda
Lucy Frey
Matthew Garbin Kathleen Garcia
Claudia Garner Alexander Gaskins Gordon Gearhart David Geek Michael Geddes Matthew Geisman Jenna Gerstle
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Katherine Giacomini Benjamin Gialanella Claire Girouard Sara Giuliani Jared Goettemoeller Susan Golden Felecia Gonzalez
Cassidy Gosselin Kieran Grace Dylan Grande Elizabeth Grandi Colleen Grassley Jamie Gregory Stephanie Greve
Janese Griffin David Griffith Andrew Groh
Megan Guy
Brett Gross Zhenghang Gu Molly Guinan Nitisha Gupta
Breanna Hale Alexandra Hall Alexander Hamilton Joseph Hamilton Megan Hammond Jonathan Hanes
Brionna Hankies Isolde Hannan Lauren Hanzel Connor Harrington Ametra Harris Brandon Harvey McKenzie Haugen
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Julia Hauser Laura Hayden Jason Hayes Aaron Haynesworth Chad Hazen Alexander Hazlett Wanjing He
Brandon Heckman Frederick Heinzen Randall Helm Lillie Henderson Allison Heraty Daniel Herrmann Jason Heyl
Molly Hildebrandt James Hill Sarah Hiti Michelle Hlavacek Joshua Hnat Emily Hoelter Chad Hoersten
Russell Hoffman Anna Holdener Nathan Holthaus Wei Hu Xuanruo Hu India Huger Carly Hughes
Melissa Hughes Megan Humphrey Kyle Hutchison Cyrena Hutten Sean Hyland Andrianna
lannantuono
Madison Irwin
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Kristina Ivas Kevin James Kaylajansen Kaylie Jasensky Sidney Jasper Maryjehling Hans Jetter
rett Johns Elizabeth Johns Jerami Johnson Jenna Joseph Rebekah Kauffman Nicholas Keeley Claire Kelley
Sean Kelly Anne Kelsey Robin Ker Vanessa Kessel Tyler Kessler Cailin Kilduff Abigail Kindt
Latrisha Kingseed Erin Kinnen Patrick Klebba Abigail Klemm Allison Klinefelter Danielle Kloke Sylvia Klosterman
Kaitlin Knife Emily Koenig Laura Komoroski Thomas Konrad Chelsee Kosanovich Morgan Koter Brigid Kovach
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Miriam Kovach Alexander Kramer Kelly Kraus Amanda Kremer Benjamin Kreutzer Alyse Krevh Lukus Krueger
Zoe Krzywda James Kurzawa Hailey Kwon Ann Kyne Sarah Ladd Sarah Laferty Kimberly Land
Kerry Lange Andrew Lavoie Xavier Lee
Zhen Li
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Melissa Lemay David Lemkau Emily Lenzini Xinyi Li
Huiheng Liu YiLiu Megan Lloyd Mitchell Loehmann Ryan Lopus Anna Loscko
Qing Lu Nathaniel Lundy Ryan Lyn James Lynch Natalya Lynn Xiaodong Ma John MacKenzie
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Carissa Madderom Holly Madliger John Maher Rebecca Maj Pamela Malone Joshua Malyon Victoria Marchant
Steven Mares Caley Marlin Shelby Marolla Ashley Marshall Colin Marshall Phillip Marshall Fernando Martinez
David May Katelyn McChrystalMatthew Martino Jennifer Maslar
Bridget! McClure Caroline McConkey Ryan McCoy Ryan McFarland Alana McGee Jamie McGuire Kathleen McGuire
Patrick McGuire Quincy Mcllvaine Madison McKay Allison McKenna Colin McManamon Stephen McMillan Connor McMonagle
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Elise McNall Lauren McNamara Ryan McNeilly Daniel McNicholas Nolan McNulty Jacob Meyer Yidong Miao
Domenic Miccinilli Allison Michel Anndru Miller Cassidy Miller
Kristi Murphy
Kyle Miller Brian Mills
f
Erin Murray
Sarah Moir
Adam Molitor Dylan Moore Samantha Morakis Kayla Mueller Brett Muller Catherine Murphy Dillon Murphy
Kelsey Murray Shannon Myers Oscar Negron Taylor Nehring Megan Nelson
Miranda Nelson Morgan Nickerson Patrick Nicolello Anais Nin Jenna Norcia Amy Noser Samantha Noth
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Samantha Nowak Gregory O'block John O'malley Erin O'reilly Andrew O'sullivan Kathryn Oehlman Ashley Okokhere
Joseph Oliver! Samuel Orman Matthew Orth Meghan Ostermueller Avery Ozimek Meredith Pacenta Daniela Paliotta
Jessica Palmer Sydney Parker Taylor Parks Cody Parsons Amy Paterline Caroline Pearce Sara Pekar
Lianna Petruccio Emma Pickerill Kyle Pignatiello Olivia Pinciotti Brooke Place April Pleska Danielle Pohlman
Samantha Potocek Petr Prchlik Tyler Preston Leah Presutti Matthew Pulfer Julia Puscas Christopher Pyle
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Samantha Quigley Keith Raad
BBB
Chelsea Randall Miracle Reason Joel Reed Kaitlin Regan Molly Remenowsky
Nathan Resing Gretchen Ricketts Abigail Rieker Manuel Rivera
••Hi
Brian Roach Morgan Robbins Ashley Robichaux
David Robinson Maria Rodaitis Jean Rodriguez Rachel Rodriguez Austin Roebke Patrick Rogers Christopher
Romanelli
Amanda Ronshausen Christina Rose Trevor Rosenbaum Mallory Roshkowski Graham Ross David Routson Samuel Rozzi
Carl Ruf Fallen Ruff Shelby Ryan Lynn Rydzewski Denton Sagerman Colleen Santella
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Samantha Santoro Nicole Sarkisian Ryan Saul Diana Savastano Fatemah Saved
Hamzah
Matthew Schaaf Elizabeth Schaefer
Shelby Schaffner Carson Scheidler Madeleine Schneider Catherine Scholtes Morgan Schuler Jacob Schultheis Amy Schultz
Tabitha Schumer Kathryn Schwaeble William Schwarze Brooke Scollin Hailey Scragg Jordan Seitz
Andrea Session Michael Settle Tyler Sewall Rachel Shaffer Carly Shaw Colleen Shea
Joseph Shepherd Elizabeth Shields Katelyn Shramko Sarah Shuba
Allison Serey
Megan Shea
Lindsay Silva Nathan Silverstein Laura Simko
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Emily Skapik Chelsea Skiby Mary-Katherine
Slatterv
Calyssa Smith Daniel Smith Heather Smith Ryan Smith
Lindsay Smore Daniel Solomon Vincent Spahr Clare Spence Kyle Spoelker Abigail Spohn Matthew Srnoyachki
Brooke Sroczynski Robert Stachler Bethany Stanko Tyler Starkey Katie Steinbach Dillon Stenger Timothy Stepanek
Andrew Stine Heather Stockmaster Philip Stone Kristin Stroble Kathleen Sturtevant Christopher Sullivan Steven Sussman
Mark Sutkowy Andrew Sutter Anne Sventy Anna Swigert James Sylvester Samuel Szewcov Yidi Tao
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JackTencza Madeline Tengel Shaquille Tensley Ian Thompson Hailey Thorn Hannah Thurauf Grace Tite
Mackenzie Toll Deanna Tomaselli Siyu Tong Diego Torres-Perez Stefon Towler CodyTschantz Peter Tsivis
Andrew Ullman Jessica Urban Chelsea Vanhook Bethany Vannoy Travis Venanzi AnnaVitale Jill Vonderhaar
Ryan Vonk Alexander Wade Kayla Waitrovich Kevin Waldron Tyler Waldron ChenjiaWang Brittany Washko
Erica Watson Laura Webendorfer Alyson Weeman Ming Wei Danielle Weigand John Welsh Katherine Welsh
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Allison Westmeyer Olivia Weyler Kiera Wheeler David White
HI
Taylor White Michael Wiegand Olivia Wilcox
Ella Wildemann MarkWildman Abigail Wiles Elizabeth Wilhelm Elizabeth Wilkens MaryWillard Taj-Amman Williams
Alexander Wilson Meghan Winter Courtney Wise Matthew Witzeman Cynthia Wood Melanie Wood Kathleen Woodie
Matthew Worsham Jarrod Wurm Zhijie Xie Yahya Yateem Elizabeth Yorka Courtney Yun Maria Zampino
Ashley Zawistowski Stephanie Zbin Piedad Zelaya Wenran Zhao Yu Zheng Dale Zigulich Katherine Zikias
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"My favorite memory at UD is going to Marycrest in the
morning and eating breakfast with my friends."- Maya
Pedersen
"My favorite UD memories are times I spent with my
classmates in Daytona!"- Madison East
"My favorite memory at UD is spending sunny
Saturday's on porches with my friends."- Mackenzie
Tigrett
"Halloween weekend this year was great! I have
loved everything. My entire sophomore year living
in campus south 9b!"- Katy Garcia
Kf »:
"March Madness last spring was the highlight of my
time at UD."- Anna Fentress intramural team French Toast Mafia. It was a great
senior year team!"- Nate Jones
i"Going to Barn Jams has been fun! I don't know if I have
had a bad memory. I have loved everywhere I have
lived!"- Becca Mai
"I love going to the basketball games with my friends!"-
John Bayer
"Spending time with my roommates on Stonemill!"-
Cabriel Remolina
"I have loved getting to know my classmates better in the
student neighborhood. I also have had countless memories
with my awesome roommates!" - Emmy Pickerill
"When we got into the sweet sixteen, was watching the
fame with my friends. We when we won we immediately
grabbed pots and pans and ran outside on the street. We
heard tons of noise behind us and looked to see that
everyone was running out of the bars towards us. Then
we ran down Lowes, in the front of a huge pack of
people. I will never forget the memories I made with my
friends that night, chanting UD cheers until I could no
longer speak"- Kayla Mueller
"Sunny weekends on porches!"- Claire Whitaker
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1. Keith Raad
Guess Which Senior?
2. Jillian Schneider 3. Joe Gruensfelder 4. Nick Chan 5. Brittany Hornick
6. Liz Johns 7. Dillon Murphy 8. Anna Fentress 9. CJ Romanelli
Answers: 1A, 2J, 3E, 4B, 5C, 6D, 7F, 8C, 9H
y A -f2- &
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Mae Tunney,
Editor-in-Chief
Grade: Senior
Best UD Memory:
Taking
intramurals too
seriously and
March Madness
2014
Michelle Saheb,
Photographer
Grade: Junior
Best UD Memory:
Being on TV
during March
Madness and
being able to live
with all my friends
in the same
neighborhood
Emily Haynes,
Editor-in-Chief
Grade: Freshman
Best UD Memory
(so far):
Meeting so many
new friends and
buying my food
from Nancy at
Marycrest.
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Sports Photography: Erik Schelkun
Senior Portraits: Lifetouch
Graduation Photography: Lifetouch
Organization Photography: Lifetouch
Adviser: Chris Johnson




